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 G-Scale Engines are costly (e.g. $50 to $1,500) 
 

 The Idea is to “Run” them, not “Push” them! 
 

 Engines will last if some timely maintenance is 
performed – otherwise it could mean $ repairs!!! 

 

 Presents an Opportunity for Modifications: 
 Installation of additional lighting features 
 Replacement of bulbs with LEDs 
 Installation of sound units 
 Conversion to Digital Command Control (DCC)   
 Installation of people or more details 
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 Contact Brushes Used for Power Pickup 
 

 Electrical Pickup Shoes (“Sliders”) and Springs 
 

 Motors 
 

 Wheels 
 

 Coupler Assemblies 
 

 Light Bulbs (5V, 12V, 18V) 
 

 Smoke Units (5V, 12V, 18V) 
 

 External Detail Parts 
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“Wear Items: 
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 Examine Shoes (“Sliders”) and Springs for Wear. 
 

 Lightly lubricate bearings, wheels and external 
moving parts (e.g. side rods, crank pins, etc.), with 
manufacturer  recommended (e.g. very light 
machine or clock) oil that will not degrade plastic. 
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Every 50 Hours of Running: 
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Every 100 Hours of Running: 
 Replace Shoes (“Sliders”) and Springs 
 

 Lightly lubricate bearings, wheels and mechanisms 
 

 Examine internal wiring for evidence of burning or 
loose connections 
 

 Examine “Power Brick” internally: 
 

 Examine the internal gearing and bushings for excessive wear 
and/or damage (e.g. splitting) 
 

 Clean & Relubricate internal gears with the PROPER 
(manufacturer recommended) motor grease  

 
 – DO  NOT  OVER  LUBRICATE  with  GREASE!!! 
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Hob-E-Lube is a complete, special-purpose line of ultra-refined, 
quality lubricants, precision-designed for tough, close-tolerance model 
requirements. All Hob-E-Lube lubricants have been thoroughly researched and 
tested for use with trains, remote-control R/C cars, planes and boats. They are 
paint and plastic compatible.  
 

Distributed by Woodland Scenics 
http://woodlandscenics.woodlandscenics.com/show/category/StandardHob-E-Lube 

Light & Ultra Light Oil 

Moly Grease 
HL656 
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“The" Name in Model Train 
Lubricants and Hobby 

Lubricants since 1974 ! 

Manufactured by Con-Cor International, Ltd. Tucson, Arizona. 
 

Labelle© brand Lubricants are being used 
by the Sanda Kan production line in China, 
the world's largest model train 
manufacturer in the world. Sanda Kan has 
produced model trains for over 200 of the 
worlds leading model railroad brands 
acting as a contract manufacturer.  

http://www.con-cor.com/Labelle.html 
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ProLine Engine (gearbox) Grease 
(Compares to LGB 51020) 

ProLine™  Oil Pen:  
Smart OEM part for LGB 

http://www.train-li-usa.com 

Superior calcium stearate base grease 
compound for general use. Provides 

excellent lubrication for bearings, hand 
tools, and business machines. 

ProLine: RightGreaseTM  

http://www.train-li-usa.com/�
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For servicing LGB gearboxes, use this high 
pressure, high-temperature lubricant on 
internal gears & bearings. Temp. range -

30°C to +300°C. 

LGB 50019 Maintenance Oil  

LGB 51020  

LGB 51010  Conductive Lubricant 
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  Aristocraft 
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Power “Bricks”: 
To do internal work, you'll need to have just three (3) types of lubricants handy: 
 
General oiling can be done with LGB 50019 Special oil which works very well 
 for all light oiling applications such as shaft bearings and bushings. 
 
Gear lubrication requires a heavy gear oil or grease such as LGB 51020 gear 
    grease or Hob-E-Lube HL655 gear oil. 
 
Electrical contact lubrication requires a conductive lubricant.  
 There are several types available from Bachmann, LGB, USA Trains. 
 
 
Whatever lubricants you use MUST be plastic compatible.  
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  Aristocraft 
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Power “Bricks”: 
Motor and Universal Joint Lubrication  

Lubricate the motor bearings with a small amount of medium weight oil.  
Lubricate the commutator (visible through holes in the motor can on some motors) 
   with a VERY SMALL amount of light conductive oil.  
Lubricate the worm on the end of the motor with heavy gear grease or oil.  
Lubricate the universal joint with heavy gear oil.  

Lubrication of the 2nd Axle  
 Lubricate the second set of axle bushings with heavy gear oil / grease.  
 Lubricate the worm gear with a small drop of heavy gear oil / grease.  
 Lubricate the end of the shaft with a small drop of heavy gear oil.  

Gearbox Lubrication  
Gently remove and disassemble the gearbox and lubricate the worm inside and the 
axle and drive shaft bushings with heavy gear grease or oil. If your brick has a metal 
universal joint, be sure not to lose either of the two pins in the universal.  
(Some units have plastic universals that do not have metal pins.) 
Lubricate the shaft end with a small drop of heavy gear oil. Reassemble gearbox.  
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  USA Trains             HLW 
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Power “Bricks”: 

Gear Lubricant 
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   HLW       
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Power “Bricks”: 

Conductive Lubricant 

USA Trains 
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Power “Bricks”: 

Light Oil 

USA Trains 
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Exterior “Moving Parts”: 

Light Oil 
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Older Version 
(Pre 1991) 

Current 
Version 

Brushes 
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USA Trains 
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LGB Train Shop - Jim Kirk will gladly return calls and tell you what he has in stock and can get. Excellent reliability, assistance, shipping 
  and prices. Advertises with BTO Club: http://www.pizzatrains.com/lgb-track-accessories.html  
 
 
Train-LI USA -  Axel & Joane Tillmann are hobbyists located in Boston, MA, and can get parts primarily for LGB either in the US or in 
 Germany. Axel does much work for clients repairing or modifying G-Scale trains, and knows DCC inside and out, presenting 
 seminars at national train conventions and shows. Unquestionable reliability and ship USPS Priority Mail upon request. 
 Another BTO Club supporter: http://www.train-li-usa.com  
 
 
Reindeer Pass Railroad - (Kidman Tree Farm) – Mike & Renee Kidman are hobbyists who also run a tree farm! Wide assortment of items, 
  and if their estimation of shipping charges is high than what it actually costs, they will refund the difference to 
  you.   http://www.reindeerpass.com  
 
 
All About LGB Trains -  Wendy & Mohammed BenDebba are hobbyists. A great US Massoth Rep. located on the East Coast in Boston, 
  MA!  Exceptional service, communications and help with their products, rather than just sales or profits.  
  http://www.allaboutlgb.com/home-2.html  
 
 
Only Trains – Easy to order from them. Reasonable UPS shipping and good source for parts. http://www.onlytrains.com 
 
 
RLD Hobbies – Robby Dascotte has excellent service and reasonable pricing. He also supports the BTO Club. http://rldhobbies.com 
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